ROMANIAN GOVERNMENT
NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES
CONTROL
14 Libertatii Blvd. 050706, Bucharest 5,
Phone: (+4021) 316 04 25
Facsimile: (+4021) 317 38 87

AUTHORIZATION
FOR
THE QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM IN NUCLEAR FIELD
No. 12 – 050

In accordance with Article 8 and Article 24 of the Law No. 111/1996, on the Safe
Deployment, Regulation, Authorization and Control of Nuclear Activities, republished
with its subsequent modifications and complements, and with the CNCAN
regulations on the Quality Management in nuclear field, following the review of the
documentations registered to CNCAN listed in the Appendix No. 01, item I,
Stating that all legal binding requirements are fulfilled,

THE NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES CONTROL

AUTHORIZES
the
QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF
RINGO VALVULAS S.L.
Calle Romero Nº6 Poligono Industrial Empresarium, 50720 Zaragoza, ESPAÑA
for
DESIGN and MANUFACTURING
in nuclear field

In accordance with the referred documents, the CNCAN regulations for Quality
Management in nuclear field, class 1 of graded application of the Quality
Management System requirements, ASME Code, section III, sub-section NCA article
4000, the limits, conditions and the authorization support documentation in the
Appendix No. 01, which is part of the present authorization.

The authorized organization is fully responsible for the establishment and
development of its Quality Management System.

Date of entry into force: 12.10.2012
Expiring date: 11.10.2014

PRESIDENT,
The Romanian version was signed by CNCAN president
Ph. D. Eng Constantin POPESCU
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APPENDIX No. 01
To the Quality Management System Authorization no. 12 – 050
for design and manufacturing activities in nuclear field

I. DOCUMENTS SUPPORTING THE AUTHORIZATION

(A) RINGO VALVULAS S.L. application for authorization, registered at CNCAN under no. 5189/CP/23.08.2012;

(B) RINGO VALVULAS S.L. authorization standard questionnaire registered at CNCAN under no. 5189/CP/23.08.2012;

(C) Quality Management Manual, revision 10, date of revision 27.02.2010;

(D) Copy of the proof of RINGO VALVULAS S.L. registration with the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Zaragoza, issued by “Camara Oficial de Comercio e Industria de Zaragoza”, no. 1101721/16.09.2011;

(E) CNCAN Audit Report, issued following CNCAN evaluation of RINGO VALVULAS S.L. Quality Management System, performed in the period 3-5 of October 2012.

II. LIMITS

This authorization is applicable for:

- Design for the manufactured valves in accordance with ASME, RCCM, KTA & TBM;
- Manufacture of valves for nuclear class 1 - 3 and non-nuclear, as follows: Gate ½” – 36”, Globe ½” – 24”, Check ½” – 36”, Control ½” – 24”, Butterfly 3” – 28”;
- Manufacture of valves for nuclear class 2 – 3 and non-nuclear as follows: Ball ½”– 16”, Diaphragm ½” – 8”, Butterfly 28” – 72”;

for Romanian nuclear facilities.

III. CONDITIONS

RINGO VALVULAS S.L. will fulfill the recommendations written in the CNCAN Audit Report, dated 2012. RINGO VALVULAS S.L. will inform CNCAN about the completion of corrective actions raised following CNCAN recommendations.